15160 Ulaanbaatar
P.O. Box 1437
(Mongolia)

Tour 432
Shorttrip „golden eagle festival!

 +976 99 02 28 43
+976 99 26 00 74
info@mongolei.com
www.mongolei.com

After two years of break, the legendary "golden eagel festival" will take
place again in 2021 and Steppenfuchs Reisen will travel there.
Always on the first weekend in October, the eagle hunters are meeting
in the far west of Mongolia to open the hunting season with the eagle
and to compete with their eagles. A long weekend full of adventure,
excitement and new experiences is waiting for you. The journey will be
by land, so we will arrive at Bayan Olgii on Friday evening. On Saturday
and Sunday we will experience the fascination of the eagle festival,
when about 30 - 40 eagle hunters fight for the title. This year, unfortunately, without the Kazakh eagle hunters. The competition begins with
the grand opening and the entry of the hunters with their eagles. This
will be followed by the competitions in different disciplines, such as
speed, agility and accuracy. The final event on Sunday is the wild game
"Buschkaschi". The riders of a team have to catch the bellow of a goat
with their horse and bring it to their camp.
During the whole weekend a wild yurt camp is created near Bayan Olgi
and there is a colorful hustle and bustle of traders, jugglers and shamans.
The Eagle Festival is a unique opportunity to experience the rough and
tough life of the Altainomads

Itinerary 2022:
06.10.
07.10.
08.10.
09.10.

10.10.
11.10.

Early morning departure from Ulaanbaatar. Overnight stay in
Altai at the hotel "Entum".
In the evening arrival in Bayan Olgii. Overnight stay and
meals according to the chosen category.
Eagle Festival in Bayan Olgii. Overnight stay and meals according to the chosen category.
Eagle festival in Bayan Olgii and in the afternoon short excursion to the surroundings of Bayan Olgii with visit of eagle hunters and original Kazakh dinner. Overnight stay and meals according to the chosen category.
Return to Ulaanbaatar. Overnight stay in Bayankhongor at the
hotel "Ulzit Inn".
Arrival in the evening in Ulaanbaatar.

Tour price:
1.200.000 MNT Standard booking
1.600.000 MNT LUX booking
2.200.000 MNT VIP booking

Extras:
Single room supplement ( if possible )
1.200.000 MNT ( 5 overnights)
Arrival-departure to the festival by plane
2.500.000 MNT (Charter flight only limited number of seats)
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Price ranges and services:
Standard

Lux class

VIP

Two nights on the way in dormitory (toilet and shower in the corridor)
Overnight stay in Bayan Olgii in
a simple guesthouse in a dormitory
Breakfast on the way
Lunch on the way incl. milk tea
(Mongolian standard)

Two nights on the way in a double room (toilet and shower in
the corridor)
Overnight stay in Bayan Olgii in
a simple hotel in a double room

Two nights on the way in a double room with toilet and shower

Breakfast on the way
Lunch on the way incl. one soft
drink (mongolian standard)

Dinner incl. milk tea (Mongolian
standard)
Guide

dinner, one soft drink (Mongolian standard)
Guide

Overnight stay in Bayan Olgii
Hotel "Medine" in a double room
Breakfast on the way
Lunch on the way free choice of
non-alcoholic beverages (western style)
Dinner, free choice of non-alcoholic beverages (western style)
V.I.P. Eagle Festival Guide
Simple snacks on the way
Pick up and drop off from / to the
apartment in UB

Not included:
Standard

Lux Klasse

VIP

Alcoholic drinks
Snacks and meals outside
the regular meals
Film and photo fees, if applicable

Alcoholic drinks
Snacks and meals outside
the regular meals
Film and photo fees, if applicable

Alcoholic drinks
Film and photo fees, if applicable

Route description: Eagle Festival

More information 99 26 00 74 (german / english) 99 02 28 43 (mongolian / german)

Participation only possible with valid and complete proof of vaccination
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